
frequenty asked questions
EXTENDED JOURNEYS

Part One - Thinking of taking an Extended Journey?

Is an Extended Journey with B&R right for me?
If you have the time and you love to travel and explore then quite simply, yes! At B&R, we’re dedicated to providing you with the ultimate 
travel experience and will connect you with an Experience Designer, one of our trip planning experts, for initial inspiration.

Who takes an Extended Journey?
You’ll typically fall into one of the following categories: you’re taking time off of work, you’ve sold your business and want to reward yourself 
with a long trip or your company rewards you with a sabbatical as part of your service. You may also have the opportunity to work remotely 
and therefore travel at the same time – the greatest perk of being based anywhere you choose allows you to put down some temporary roots 
and mix working days with experiencing a new culture and weekends off exploring.

Do I need help with planning?
Planning an Extended Journey is intensive and requires high levels of engagement to create the perfect trip. The added value of expert 
insider knowledge from our team of Experience Designers who have lived and breathed their regions for decades will provide a valuable 
insight to help your trip run as seamlessly as possible. We can plan with you over face-to-face video calls, phone calls, emails or meet you 
in person with maps and notepads at the ready.

When should I take an Extended Journey?
If you’re travelling solo or with a partner, you may have a completely open book, in which case we could schedule your Extended Journey 
around a local festival such as the Rio carnival in February, Day of the Dead in Mexico in November or Diwali in India. If you’re heading to 
Africa, then witness the wildebeest migration through the Serengeti Plains of Tanzania and Kenya in May and June. If your passion is nature, 
head to Japan in March to see the cherry trees blooming or the blanket of purple in Provence’s lavender fields in July.

You could also take the family on an Extended Journey during the summer holidays when kids are off school, so consider what’s going on in 
the world in July and August. This could be the Hawksbill turtle nesting season in Costa Rica or the dry season in Brazil’s Pantanal when 
Jaguar sightings are easier. Kandy’s Esala Perahera provides an incredible cultural spectacle in Sri Lanka as thousands of devotees pay 
homage to the Sacred Temple of the Tooth.

Where should I go on an Extended Journey?
This will likely be driven by your desire to see a particular part of the world, but here we can discuss the pros and cons of different countries 
and continents. If you’re passionate about wine for example then why not spend harvest season in France and Italy or the New World 
regions of Chile and Argentina. If it’s wildlife and conservation you’re’ after, then consider Africa for its unrivalled big game and safari 
experiences. If you’re an epicurean wanting to learn a new skill, why not head to China and spend time perfecting your dim sum skills. For 
the ultimate Top-Gear style driving experience and road-trip, venture to Australia and take on the Gibb River Road from Broom to Darwin.

How long is an Extended Journey?
We’d typically classify an Extended Journey trip as anything over a month in length. It could well extend to many months or over a year of 
travel.

When should I start planning?
The earlier, the better. An Extended Journey is the ultimate travel experience, you don’t want to compromise on availability or feel rushed to 
make decisions that take time to consider. Plan early and you’ll get what’s right for you.

Why should I use Butterfield & Robinson?
We’ve been creating active luxury travel for over 50 years, drawing on the expertise of an international team of the most accomplished trip 
planning experts you’ll ever find. We are also regulated by Ontario’s TICO Corporation, which guarantees we are compliant with government 
travel industry regulations and audited regularly to ensure your money is safe with us.

Part Two – Planning an Extended Journey

How do I get started in planning an Extended Journey?
We’d like to set up a preliminary call with you (or if you prefer, we can chat over email) to discuss your initial ideas and find out more about 
you–who is travelling, where you’d like to go, what you’d like to achieve and experience and your travel history. We’ll talk about the service 
we provide, how we can help and answer any immediate questions you may have. 

Assuming you are still keen after this first step, we’ll ask you to complete a short traveller information form to ensure we capture some key 
basic information and request payment of a trip development fee of 1,500 USD.

How involved do I need to be in the planning process?
The more engaged you are with your trip planner, the easier it will be to ensure we plan the right trip for you.

How expensive is an Extended Journey?
This will ultimately depend on where you decide to travel as there is a vast difference in cost between an Extended Journey to Sri Lanka 
versus Japan, for example. A starting cost is likely to be in the region of 500-750 USD per person per day based on 4-star accommodation 
and local private guides. Costs will rise to 1,000-1,500 USD plus, per person per day for 5-star levels of accommodation and accompanying 
guides.

How do you recommend I involve my children?
With careful planning, this should be the family trip of a lifetime, providing those dinner party stories for years to come. Travelling with kids, 
however, can have its challenges and so working carefully with your planner will ensure your youngest is kept travel-happy! As a general 
rule, we’ll take the following approach for families–longer stays in each location to reduce the stresses of packing and unpacking too often; 
sightseeing or activities typically kept to approximately half a day; and blocked off time to rest, hang by the pool or catch up with friends 
back home. 

We’ll try to keep overland drives to a minimum and spread out any longer journeys with carefully planned logistical stopovers. Activities 
should be interactive to engage with the younger members of your family to keep them interested and guides will be carefully selected to 
ensure they are at ease with all age groups.

Can I travel alone on an Extended Journey?
Solo travel is extremely rewarding and has the added benefit of not having to compromise on anything!

How do I prepare for an Extended Journey?
Depending on the type of trip, you’ll likely be busy with preparations in the lead up to an Extended Journey. Our pre-trip service provides a 
checklist covering everything from your home to your pets, insurance and security. Our on-trip service covers options such as visas, vaccina-
tions, medical insurance, academic tutors and technology requirements. If you’re embarking on an active trip, then you’ll want to ensure your 
physical health is top-notch.

How do I pack for such a long trip?
The simple answer is as lightly as possible, but we know this isn’t always easy. We’ll provide you with a detailed packing list and our local 
guides can always assist with laundry and purchasing ad hoc items that you may require on-trip. Planning the trip to ensure you have time 
for personal admin each week is key.

Part Three – On your Extended Journey

Can I take on a local challenge?
You can indeed and we’ll guide you through what may be possible in your chosen destination. This could be physical such as cycling 
coast-to-coast in Costa Rica or the Mayan River Challenge canoeing from Cayo to Belize City.

Can I learn a new skill on an Extended Journey?
The luxury of time on an Extended Journey lets you tick off a bucket list of life skills. Why not learn to sail as you island-hop through the 
Caribbean or perfect your Italian cooking skills in Puglia. If dancing is your passion then practice with the best tango performers in Buenos 
Aires. If you’re yearning for a nomadic experience then take on a horse-back safari through the plains of Mongolia.

Do you cater to special-interests?
Absolutely and we’ll tailor your trip with specialist top-of-their-field experts around your focus be it Mayan archaeology, Persian history, 
Epicurean France, India Tiger Conservation or Amazonian Communities, to name a few.

Can I mix up the accommodation style?
We recommend that you do! Over a long travel period, you’ll likely enjoy the contrast of a night under canvas and interaction at a family 
homestay or a week on a catamaran as much as staying in a luxury boutique hotel.

How do I get around?
Just like the accommodation style, mixing up how you get around is part of the fun. Of course, having access to our vetted drivers and 
comfortable vehicles is a B&R standard however we’ll also recommend independent road trips where the scenery is awe-inspiring. We’ll 
suggest flying when necessary or seeing something from the air is the ultimate reward. We’ll give you advice on every means from train 
travel to tuk-tuks and chicken buses should you wish to mix in with the locals.

Can we venture off the beaten path?
Yes! Time on an Extended Journey gives you the chance to venture away from the crowds. Travelling slowly is in our DNA and we’ll suggest 
places which are in their tourism infancy so you see them first.

What if I want to make changes on-trip?
No problem. This is assumed on an Extended Journey and part of the service and added value of planning with B&R is the access to our 
in-country support network, office and expert planners to assist you as you travel.

What happens on-trip if things go wrong?
Travel brings an untold number of unplanned events that may arise. From simple breakdowns and roadblocks to blackouts and ash clouds. 
From local demonstrations to election day protests, typhoons and earthquakes. We’ve seen it all and will be prepared to help as best we can 
with any issues you may face while away. Having 24-hour access to B&R is just a small part of our service.

Ready to start discussing options for your Extended Journey? Get in touch. 

START PLANNING

butterfield.com | 1.866.551.9090

https://www.butterfield.com/start-planning/
https://www.butterfield.com/
tel:18005519090



